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	The Art of Conjecture: Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge (Studies in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy), 9780813234168 (0813234166), The Catholic University of America Press, 2021

	"Learned ignorance," the recognition that God is beyond us and our knowing capacities is the theological concept for which Nicholas of Cusa is most famous. Despite God's apparent absence Nicholas offers original ways to think about God that would unite his presence with his absence. He called these proposals "conjectures" (coniecturae). Conjecture and conjecturing are central to the methodology of Nicholas's philosophical theology and to his thinking about human knowledge.

	

	By using concrete examples from the everyday life of his times as symbolic imagery Nicholas makes what we say about God imaginatively available and theoretically plausible. He called such conjectural symbols "aenigmata" (= "symbolic or 'enigmatic' conjectures") because they partially clarify and likewise point to an exact truth that is beyond us. Novel and imaginative, Nicholas's conjectural examples break with the traditional medieval Aristotelian examples and provide further evidence of his role as a figure bridging medieval and Renaissance thought.

	

	Following his earlier book, Reading Cusanus (The Catholic University of America Press, 2003), Clyde Lee Miller here examines and comments on the meaning of "conjecture" in Nicholas of Cusa. The Art of Conjecture: Nicholas of Cusa on Knowledge explores what Nicholas meant by conjecture and its import as demonstrated in his treatises and sermons. Beginning with Nicholas' On Conjectures, Miller analyzes a series of conjectural symbols and proposals across Nicholas's less frequently discussed texts and recently published sermons. This early Renaissance thinker offers an original and ground-breaking way of framing speculation in philosophical theology and more generally in philosophy itself.
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Dynamic Economic Decision Making: Strategies for Financial Risk, Capital Markets, and Monetary PolicyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A comprehensive analysis of the macroeconomic and financial forces altering the economic landscape


	Financial decision-making requires one to anticipate how their decision will not only affect their business, but also the economic environment. Unfortunately, all too often, both private and public sector decision-makers view...


		

Linguistics: An Introduction to Language and CommunicationMIT Press, 2001

	This popular introductory linguistics text is unique in the way various themes are integrated throughout the book. One primary theme is the question, "How is a speaker's communicative intent recognized?" Rather than treat phonology, phonetics, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics as completely separate fields, the text...


		

MySQL in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2008
When you need to find the right SQL keyword or MySQL client command-line option right away, turn to this convenient reference, known for the same speed and flexibility as the system it covers so thoroughly. MySQL is packed with so many capabilities that the odds of remembering a particular function or statement at the right moment are pretty slim....




	

REST: Advanced Research Topics and Practical ApplicationsSpringer, 2014

	This book serves as a starting point for people looking for a deeper principled understanding of REST, its applications, its limitations, and current research work in the area and as an architectural style. The authors focus on applying REST beyond Web applications (i.e., in enterprise environments), and in reusing established and...


		

Network Security HacksO'Reilly, 2004
Nowhere is the term hacker more misconstrued  than in the network security field. This is understandable because  the very same tools that network security professionals use to probe  the robustness of their own networks also can be used to launch  attacks on any machine on the Internet. The...


		

Cisco Unity FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
A comprehensive introduction to deploying, configuring, and  maintaining Cisco Unity

	
    Discover the various Cisco Unity integration and deployment  solutions, as well as the environmental differences between PBX and IP  telephony-based telephone systems
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